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Resilmount A48R used on external and 
internal walls to provide sound isolation.
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A237CR - Furring Channel to CRC Channel Resilient Mount

Resilmount A237CR 
to be used between 
cold rolled channel 
(Black Iron) and furring 
channel. 

NEW
RELEASE

EDITION 9 - NEWS & UPDATES FROM STUDCO BUILDING SYSTEMS

The new A237CR furring channel to CRC Channel has been released by Resilmount 
providing sound isolation between ceiling primary suspension channel and the furring 
channel, to which drywall is fixed to. This assembly clip features a top clip that wraps 
around the Cold Rolled Channel ( CRC) with a simple rotation motion, snapping into 
position. The A237CR can be moved along the CRC to line up with the Furring channel 
spacing. n

Resilmount A96R can be used on external and internal walls to 
provide sound isolation from the actual structure of the existing 
building in a traffic area. The A48R can be used to support wall 
studs to increase wall heights without compromising the isolation 
of the wall from the existing structure. This allows walls to be 
braced back to the structure, cutting off any sound path back to 
or from the structure. n

 Part No# Description 
 A237CR Furring Channel to CRC Resilient Mount

Studco Betafix adjustable furring channel clip is 
used to provide adjustment for masonry walls and 
ceilings. This eliminates the need of shimming 
and extra fasteners and provides for a faster 
more accurate installation. Once the Betafix clip 
is securely fastened onto the wall or ceiling the 
furring channel can be snapped into the Betafix clip 
without the need of any extra fasteners. Now that’s 
convenience...

Easy shimming of walls in concrete installations.
Betafix adjustable furring channel clip eliminates the need for 
shimming a block or concrete wall out to allow for insulation or to 
straighten the wall.
The Betafix clip (see pic above) is fastened through the wings and 
then either the insulation is installed (2) so that the furring channel is 
clipped into the clips holding the insulation or rigid board in place.
If insulation isn’t being used  (3) the Betafix clips can be clipped onto 
the furring channel and held against the wall and fastened through 
the wings, making for fast installation, rather than clipping the furring 
channel in after the clips are fastened to the wall.
Furring channel is then moved in the teeth to line up with laser or 
string line to straighten the wall or to allow a cavity for insulation.
Drywall is then screwed into the furring channel, providing a straight 
hassle free solution for shimming walls with or without insulation. n

• Eliminates time consuming shimming
• 4 adjustable locations
• Pre-punched with fixing holes
• 0 – 3/4” adjustment @ 3/16” increments
• Designed for 25 gauge furring channel

Have you used the BETAFIX® Clip?
Straighten walls & ceilings fast with the BETAFIX adjustable furring channel clip?
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Rising from the tragedy of 9/11 is the One World Trade Center 
tower, otherwise known as the Freedom Tower, the first of a series 
of proposed skyscrapers to be rebuilt on the site of the original 
world trade centre towers.

Standing as a shining beacon of resilience and progress in Lower 
Manhattan, New York, this artistically dynamic building stands at 1776ft tall 
and is the tallest building in the United States and the Western Hemisphere.
A variety of steel stud wall systems from Studco USA were used in the 
construction and fitout of this iconic project during 2013. The quality, 
strength and environmental credentials of Studco’s building systems 
make it the ideal match for this high-profile project where life-safety and 
sustainability are two of the foundational design principles. n

Architects  Skidmore, Owings & Merrill
Builder  Tishman Construction
Engineer  WSP Cantor Seinuk
Height  1776ft
Floors  104 

Project Profile

One World Trade Center

Above: 1WTC commands an impressive 
presence on the Manhattan skyline.
Right: A Studco semi delivers to 1WTC 
during construction.

Quality Assurance and Environmental Policy

Some Facts On Studco’s Raw Materials 
Building with steel offers many environmental advantages over other building 
materials. Studco uses Prime Galvanized Steel coil to produce its products, from 
leading suppliers such as US Steel who practice Environmental Stewardship in 
compliance with the ISO 14001 environmental management system. (US Steel 
Environmental Stewardship Compliance).
The raw materials used in most Studco products contain a considerable amount 
of recycled steel. Steel is the most recycled material in the world. By volume, more 
steel is recycled than all other major recyclable materials combined, including 
aluminum, glass and paper. 
 

Studco’s Manufacturing Processes 
All of our products are manufactured under an ethical and stringent 
Environmental Policy that starts at management level and permeates through 
every department of our company, thereby building an ‘environmentally aware’ 
business culture.  Whilst our modern manufacturing facilities and production 
systems are designed to create minimum wastage, any wastage that does occur 
is recycled or diverted from landfill.  Studco regularly reviews the manufacturing 
practices employed in order to minimize any negative impacts we may have 
on the environment and we have implemented pollution prevention practices 
through the efficient use of resources and the reduction of emissions and waste.
 
You Can Build Green With Studco Products 
Little or no waste occurs when installing Studco’s products on-site, thanks to our 
large range of special length products and our complete building system solution 
that is self-contained without relying on third parties suppliers beyond our control. 
Most construction sites now offer contractors a scrap metal disposal point, 
allowing contractors to recycle any wastage that may occur.  Our products do not 
require chemical treatment, pesticides or toxin additives to make them resistant 
the termites or vermin and steel framing has been recognized as being good for 
indoor air quality.  By using Studco’s range of lightweight steel building systems, 
you can achieve up to 50% in weight saving, allowing a lighter and smaller 
supporting structure.
 

The Studco Environmental Policy: Real Results That Can Be Seen 
In line with our commitment to environmental responsibility, some of the recent 
initiatives at Studco include investing in a new fleet of trucks that comply with 
the latest Teir-4 emission standards, improvements to our production plants that 
increases productivity without raising emissions and working with community 
groups for the improvement of the surrounding environment. n

ISO14001 EMS Certification
The management team at Studco have long held the view that caring for 
the environment is a corporate responsibility. In fact, responsibility of and 
caring for the environment in which we live is a Studco hallmark which 
is promoted at every level of our business. Our commitment to sensible 
environmental responsibility and corporate accountability is evident in our 
ongoing certification to the internationally recognised benchmark standard 
ISO14001:2004 environmental management system.

ISO9001 Quality Management System
The quest for optimum quality never ends at Studco. The consistency of our quality is one of the
cornerstones of Studco’s reputation as a reliable supplier of metal building systems.
In order to achieve dependable quality in our products and service, Studco Building Systems is certified to ISO9001
Quality Management System. This internationally recognized benchmark of quality is rigidly applied to all facets of our
operations, ensuring premium quality products and premium customer service at all times. Customers can be certain
of the quality of Studco’s products because of the stringent controls we impose on our production processes.
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The HEDA Tough Wall System from Studco is your premium 
solution for maximizing wall frame design and reducing labor in 
medium and high-rise construction. HEDA sections can be used 
as lightweight steel lintels, heavy duty jamb studs and extra-tough 
wall studs in extreme walls. Check out some of the advantages of 
using the Studco HEDA System…

          available in two section sizes

The HEDA Tough Wall System from Studco… the solution for wall openings

 TIME SAVING
• No need for built up studs at internal opening or doorways
• No need for boxed or back-to-back studs in wall designs
• No need for complex lintel arrangements

 COST SAVING
• Replace some structural sections with HEDAjamb
• Achieve huge spans not possible with conventional studs

AVAILABLE IN

43, 54, 68, 97 Mils

3 5/8”, 4”, 6”, 8” Wall Thickness

Studco Greensmart is an industry-leading initiative based on 
two simple principles: (a) environmental product innovation 
and (b) practical sustainability leadership. Studco seeks 
to lead the way in environmentally responsible business 
practises and we believe in great investment for developing 
products that save energy and protect the environment.

Be Studco Greensmart.  
Investing in the future
Substantial financial investment in technology and 
development underpins Studco’s dedication to 
environmental sustainability. The introduction of Studco’s 
all new, low emission truck fleet is one example of our 
expenditure.

STUDCO GREENSMART

HEDA sections are stocked in various 
lengths, ready for immediate supply


